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LEE AA-LBRT Distance Program (AA-LA/D) 

Grant Kim <grantkim@hawaii.edu> Tue, Feb 5, 2019 at 8:38 AM
To: Tiana Loo <tcho@hawaii.edu>
Cc: Merrissa Brechtel <merrissa@hawaii.edu>, Melissa Tome <mtome@hawaii.edu>, Tiana Loo <tiana.loo@hawaii.edu>, Lauren Yokogawa <yokogawa@hawaii.edu>, Amy-Jean
Rozek <amyrozek@hawaii.edu>, Jeri Burke <jerilynb@hawaii.edu>, Tammi Oyadomari-Chun <tammi@hawaii.edu>, Pearl Iboshi <iboshi@hawaii.edu>, Joy Nishida
<jnishida@hawaii.edu>

Melissa, you may go ahead with LBRD for the major code.  I will update the PCR on BWiki to reflect this change.
Thanks all parties for your feedback.
Grant
 
On Mon, Feb 4, 2019 at 12:01 PM Tiana Loo <tcho@hawaii.edu> wrote: 

Any other feedback on LBRD before we move forward?
 
On Mon, Feb 4, 2019 at 10:16 AM Merrissa Brechtel <merrissa@hawaii.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Melissa. LBRD works for me too.
 
On Mon, Feb 4, 2019 at 9:32 AM Tiana Loo <tcho@hawaii.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Melissa!  
 
I'm okay with LBRD. 
 
Grant, shall I route for signatures with the updated major code?
 
Thank you,
Tiana
 
On Sun, Feb 3, 2019 at 10:50 PM Melissa Tome <mtome@hawaii.edu> wrote: 

I did have a chance to speak with Joy at STAR.  As Grant mentioned, we steer away from using special characters in the code especially a "/".  Also, the character limit for
major codes is 4 which doesn't leave us with much to work with.  We should be mindful when creating new major codes.  We know that there will be other online degree
programs established and thus new major codes created for those at some point in the future.  I believe that discussions have occurred and it has been agreed that the
last letter of the code should always be a "D" to designate that it is a Distance program major.  My understanding upon speaking with Joy is that the only requirement
STAR needs is that the distance program major code be distinct from the existing major code.  That being said, may I suggest, for the online Liberal Arts program, the
major code: LBRD
 
 
Thanks.
 
Melissa
 
 
 
On Thu, Jan 31, 2019 at 9:59 AM Grant Kim <grantkim@hawaii.edu> wrote: 

Hi All,
 
In speaking with Melissa Tome (copied in this email), the Banner specialist in charge of implementing programs/majors/subjects...., she is recommending the following:

Using '/D' in the Major field may have issues in Banner due to the '/' special character.  She is looking into this and possible alternatives such as '-' or another
special character, understanding this will be a standard and must be flexible to handle other upcoming distance programs. 
We should consider using the existing AA-LBRT/D program since it is already in the system and is clearer than the proposed new AA-LA/D.  This will depend on
the prior '/' special character issue. 

Does anyone have the contact information for the STAR specialist?  Melissa may come to a point where she needs to communicate with her STAR counterpart to come
up with a solution that can be handled by both the STAR and Banner systems.
 
Thanks, 
Grant
  
 
On Wed, Jan 30, 2019 at 4:43 PM Grant Kim <grantkim@hawaii.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tiana,
In the Banner request, I will also submit a request to terminate the AA-LBRT/D program that was created with the original documentation. This will eliminate the
confusion between the original AA-LBRT/D (Major = LBRT) and new replacement AA-LA/D (Major = LA/D). In quick check, no students are enrolled in the AA-LBRT/D
program (since it wasn't being offered until Fall 2019).
Grant
 
On Wed, Jan 30, 2019 at 4:26 PM Grant Kim <grantkim@hawaii.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tiana,
In looking at our prior files, we do have the original request for the Leeward LBRT Distance program with the necessary signatures.  To simplify this, I attached the
latest request (using the Major rather than Program for the Distance designation) to the front of the documentation, and the original request to the back, and this
should be sufficient, thus no further action is necessary on your part (no need to obtain signatures).  I will submit this new program request to Banner shortly.
Thanks,
Grant
 
On Wed, Jan 30, 2019 at 9:27 AM Tiana Loo <tcho@hawaii.edu> wrote: 

Hi Grant, 
 
Thank you for your help!  I just received confirmation on the requester and will be routing for signatures and submit to OVPCC AA.  
 
Thank you for submitting the request!
Tiana
 
On Tue, Jan 29, 2019 at 4:10 PM Grant Kim <grantkim@hawaii.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tiana,
Please complete the requester section of the form, verify the form, and submit for signatures.  I have added the OVPCC AA to this list, as they are the final
sign off.
In the meantime, since this is a straightforward request for a distance version of an existing program, I will submit the request to Banner tomorrow afternoon.
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Grant
 
On Fri, Jan 25, 2019 at 12:37 PM Grant Kim <grantkim@hawaii.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tiana,
Thank you for your reply.
Will you be the requester?
Have you verified the form and its ready to submit (after adding the requester contact info)?
Grant
 
 
On Fri, Jan 25, 2019 at 12:26 PM Tiana Loo <tcho@hawaii.edu> wrote: 

Hi Grant,
 
Thank you!  We will not use the LBRT concentrations.  Please see attached.
 
Thanks,
Tiana 
 
On Fri, Jan 25, 2019 at 9:29 AM Grant Kim <grantkim@hawaii.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tiana,
 
Attached is the program code request form for Leeward's planned AA-Liberal Arts Distance Program.  The 4-digit major field (versus the 12-digit
program code) is required to contain the distance identifier, '/D', in order to be visible in STAR. 
 
If you plan to implement distance versions in your LBRT concentrations (EXB, EXHS, EXAH, EXSS, HAW), then it will follow a similar format using the
the same form, just add the concentration.
 
Please verify/edit and fill in the remaining form, and we will expedite this through to Banner.
 
Thanks,
Grant
IRAO 
956-5464

 
 
--  
Merrissa M. Brechtel, MEd 
Instructional & Student Support Specialist
System Office of Student Affairs
Office of the Vice President of Academic Planning & Policy
University of Hawaii System
2444 Dole Street
Bachman Annex 9, Room 6 
Honolulu, HI 96822
(808) 956-6066 (main)
(808) 956-6625 (WICHE)
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. 
___________________________________  
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The contents of this email message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressees and may contain confidential and/or privileged information and may be legally protected from
disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient of this message or their agent, or if this message has been addressed to you in error, please immediately alert the sender by reply email and then delete this message and
any attachments.  If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying, or storage of this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited.
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Attached is the program code request form for Leeward's planned AA-Liberal Arts Distance Program.  The 4-digit major field (versus the 12-digit program code) is
required to contain the distance identifier, '/D', in order to be visible in STAR. 
 
If you plan to implement distance versions in your LBRT concentrations (EXB, EXHS, EXAH, EXSS, HAW), then it will follow a similar format using the the same form,
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